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Gilberto Perez's ambitious, abundant, and cultivated book—the fruit of decades of thinking and teaching—accompanies readers on a journey of discovery into the wonder of film. Over a most extraordinary range of periods, genres, makers, and theories of cinema, *The Material Ghost* is faithful in detail to his commitment to show how the worth of a film, as of any work of human art, is a negotiation between the causes that condition it and the consequences of understanding and of beauty that it achieves.”—Stanley Cavell
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“In *The Material Ghost* Gilberto Perez explores the relationship between film and serious strategies of representing historical, social, and psychological reality. It is a superb work of interpretation and understanding, unique in its capacity for remaining close to the concrete exigencies of the form as well as to various theoretical problematics. Tough, smart, superbly engaging, *The Material Ghost* is a terrific book.”

—Edward W. Said

“A pleasure. Gilberto Perez is one of the smartest film critics writing anywhere, but his unfashionable taste for beauty and unalienated art has kept his rigorous work in the margins for much too long. Combining the polemical passion of the public intellectual with the analytical appreciation of the true connoisseur, he shows like few others why film is still worth taking seriously.”

—Jonathan Rosenbaum

“Perez avoids the now fashionable approaches in film studies which are slowly running out of steam and combines in a unique and productive way phenomenological, narrative, and social analysis. The very style of his writing, a mixture of personal reminiscences and rigorous theoretical reflections, is unique among today's film scholars.”—Slavoj Zizek
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